This is such a stupid instance here. There are people who think that "Christianity" has been good, because of a couple of what they call as "Christian successes".

This is the same as leprous man (Christian) who happens to be a good artist. Then, the jew comes to you and tells you that you need to contact leprosy and that this will make you too a good artist like the good artist guy. Then you contact leprosy (Christianity) and you basically die from leprosy. Then the other guy dies from leprosy too. The jew steals the works of art created by the first guy, to decorate the home he stole from the second guy. There the jew has "6" children and the "6" children repeat the process on the rest of the country. This is Christianity basically. The procuring of Leprosy for Jewish Interest

Which they attribute to Christianity. One paradigm is the Polish, that they haven't fell to the jews as quickly, somehow saying, this is due to "Christian Morality". The Christards again steal the powers of the native population they have enslaved, the Poles in that case, and present it as their own victory. While Christianity, all it does basically, is open people up to Marxism, Egalitarianism, and every other deadly social virus.

The Poles didn't completely fall right now, but to make sure they will succumb later, the Church plays friends and buddies with them now. The line is "Rabbi Jesus, Hate Hitler, Be Poles and Fuck Everyone Else Because You Are So Much Better Now". In these three lines we have three objectives. Keep the jew above your head, do not think of co-operating with other Whites since your racial consciousness is superior lest you teach them anything, and don't you dare wake up yourself in case THEY wake up too, and they screw the jews over. The Poles are sung a lullaby as a giant dragon that makes the jew irk.

So somehow bowing the knee to the Rabbi Yeshua has been really good for them, it's claimed. Well it's good for the jews who live in Poland, that is for sure. Because if the Pole figures anything out, they will chase the jews in the streets. The same thing goes with Russians and some other Whites. They aren't going to get stuck on common sense like the Frenchman will...They will take other measures, some of which can be really deadly to the enemy. So they must smoke Christian Opium as long as possible, and they don't really mess with them very directly as the enemy just can't put all the dragons down at the same time.

The jew has the suffering of Poland for the future. They have decidedly, and obviously, struck on different targets first. First of all because other targets are of importance to be eradicated quickly, and second off, because Poles have strong racial consciousness which is difficult to pierce. So they keep them on the level of "Comfortable Nationalism" to keep the other operation going. And then holocaust them exactly as planned.
First the jews went for Sweden, France, England, and Germany. Why? Because all these countries have been historically sources of their greatest and most deadly problems. To name the most important. Germany Hitler, French the Enlightenment, England almost flipped Churchill and got Mosley (And is also the financial center of Europe for many centuries) and Sweden is one of the most clear Nordic Country on the planet, and also, one of the last to fall to the Christian hoax, as the people there were extremely resistant.

In other words these countries have been basically very dangerous to the enemy over the centuries, and they have also been decisive in their power or failure, in a very direct manner. The jews know history and they know these are resistant and dangerous Goyim, which must be handled first and genocided first. It's reasonable to attack these targets first to get the big issues out of the way. Poland is not threatening to jews at this point, and so long there is Christianity, the jew will always be as safe as Rabbi Yeshua is safe in being hailed as the "God" of the State.

The jew is afraid of Poland and therefore they keep them in limbo state during the whole thing. In their 'comfortable' Nationalism, and low risk for the jews. Because if it were to erupt, it would probably destroy the whole plan pretty easy. Despite differences, Poles are very close to Germans, and Poles have another thing where they are also brave and warrior like, hard-working people. So the two aren't that far, even if some nationalism tries to push this meme.

This is so easily debunkable, but people don't see it. If "Christianity" is the cause of any success, why then it's implementation doesn't produce success in Africa? Because obviously the christian program is deadly, and second off, because everything created falls under race. You give the same thing to different people, they react differently to it.

This is because some people can basically create a couple things under the effect of leprosy, while others die quicker. The jew takes the first patient and puts him to show leprosy as the new attainment. To be a "Christian".

The Christards basically imply that since they have enslaved the "White Goyim" for a prolonged period of time, exterminated half it's livestock by itself under the mind virus of Christianity due to ignorant warfare, and destroyed Europe almost completely, still what the White Goyim built (a shadow of it's past attainments in Pagan civilizations, the fraction of fractions) as some sort of high accomplishment.

As with anything else, it's not the "White Goyim" that gets the pride for anything, but the belief in a random Rabbi from the Levant, who of course did this glorious nothing by doing nothing. Just another Rabbi stealing the glories of the glorious, whom he has as servants.

Which chistards lament they truly believe in Sunday Jizzus and then they go to porn websites to spend Sunday night, because Jizzus is very important in their life as you can see. Doesn't matter they will repent next Sunday as well. Because they
simply know there is nothing really there that they are believing, just a hoax that is largely socially acceptable.

Then they will follow Pagan holidays one day off, still call their holidays YULE, and they still await SANTA for the gifts cause the Nazarene is very boring and only cries all day, while somehow, the Rabbi on the stick is still so influential. So they will still maintain their Truths in the shell of a lie, and keep going.

They will glorify the shell and never see the content within it. Then as the shell absorbs the seed and wastes it, they will remain with the shell. And when the empty shell is the only thing they have culturally, the jew will pull the final attack and destroy the people of Rabbi Christ. This is the pattern that they follow. The lack of spirituality that is real, and the replacement with jeboo, makes people materialists and useless. It's a matter only of time when their enemy will be low enough to be destroyed. Poland is just taking her time.

They will also try to turn the Rabbi into some sort of anti-semite, to justify their angry urges about an alien tribe, namely the jews. And so on and so forth. The Pagan soul tries to break through, the Christianity mind virus doesn't allow the process to go full circle. This creates mental instability in people. One foot is chained in the jewish chain, the other foot tries to run away from it. The body rips, sometimes with the sanity, or the person simply becomes a slave of the jews while moving their fingers pretending they are running a marathon against the jews.

If they did anything against the jews in anyway, why is the jew reigning supreme over them for 20 plus centuries? Because they did nothing. Actually in these 20 centuries the jew went from beggar nobody, to the almost supreme ruler of the White world. How did this happen again... By christards, and this is the reason the jew has been tormenting the planet for 20 to 25 centuries.

As the Rabbis stated the world will not come to 'peace' for the jews until the White Race is destroyed, because the Soul is Satanic and always reverts to Satanic practices all the time in one way or another. Even those who deny this statement are victims of this reality. One foot will always try to run away, and if one doesn't loosen the other, the body will rip in half. Those who decide to keep their foot down will basically experience this breakdown.

The chain must be loosened and the jewish spiritual leprosy must be defeated, for the freedom of *ALL* the people on this planet.

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Reply from Forum Member:

Christianity is a Kabbalistic spell that is designed to bring about the Jewish World Order......Somehow having your entire nation connected into and possessed by a Jewish thought form to bring this about is not going to fight against the Jews.

The Polish leadership and People being Catholic's simply connected into the numerous specific curses against Gentiles the bible is built on and the Rabbi's threw at them. Causing their nation to be destroyed and conquered by the Jewish Red Army. And then ruled brutality for decades by Jews running the Communist Party. It was only due to Hitler and the other Satanists in the Third Reich who worked to destroy Christianity and Communism the Soviet Union fell in the end. Thus liberating the Poles from totalitarian Jewish control. You know the very Government the worthless Polish leadership declared war on for the Jews running England and America. And yet the whole time Poland was one of the most anti Semitic nations on earth. And it didn't help them from falling right into the claws of the Jewish World Government agenda under Communism.

Spiritual Satanism is the only thing that can save us.